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what makes us shine

We’re multi award winning integrators, combining 
theatrical design with industry leading energy-
efficient LED products, to deliver stunning 
architectural lighting solutions across the UK and 
Europe.

By blending our decades of experience and in-house 
creative capabilities with bespoke manufacturing and 
systematic partnerships, we consistently exceed the 
expectations of clients, contractors and end users.

Backed up by a wealth of accreditations and 
knowledge, you can rely on us to overcome technical 
challenges, developing lighting schemes that are 
built to last.

COMBINING ENGINEERING
& ARCHITECTURAL

INNOVATION





illuminating
environments

LTP Integration’s interior and exterior architectural 
lighting solutions are tailored to suit project 
specifications, environmental considerations and 
required lighting performance – realising the 
ambitions of architects, designers, contractors and 
customers. 

Covering a range of market sectors, we are equally 
adept at applying our proficiency to commercial 
properties and new build structures, as we are to 
listed buildings and historic monuments.

Our industry pedigree and reputation are key reasons 
why our clients keep turning to us to assist in the 
delivery of new projects.

 



MEANINGFUL SOLUTIONS
FOR VIBRANT CITIES



brilliant collaborations
As a business, we thrive on relationships and synergy. We work creatively with architects, designers, manufacturers, structural engineers 
and contractors to create dynamic, energy-efficient and robust lighting installations. Don’t just take our word for it…

“LTP Integration have been superb; bringing extensive local 
knowledge, history and other invaluable bonuses to the table.”
Richard Williams – Project Manager, Philips Lighting

“The outcome of the lighting has far exceeded our expectations and 
offers the site an additional attraction to increase interest in this 
historic landmark.”
Mike Saddington – Contract Manager, RLD Construction

“From the moment we met the [LTP Integration] sales team, we 
were happy to be discussing and eventually appointing a first-class 
company to work with us on the prestigious project. We were highly 
pleased with the whole company package.”
Steve Lloyd – Sales Coordinator, Briton Fabricators

“The sculptures and the LED installation are breath-taking, thanks 
to your work.”
Agostino Ghirardelli – Principal Technical Director, Studio 
Libeskind Milan

“I think the best way to describe the lighting scheme is by the 
reaction of the public in the area at the time, which has been WOW!”
Kevin Dyer – Head of Technical Operations, London Eye

“We continue to receive positive feedback from the public regarding 
the bridge lighting, with the local branch of the RNLI recently using 
the illuminated bridge as a backdrop for press photography.”
Arthur Davies – Harbour Master, Rhyl Harbour

“LTP Integration and the team have provided us with a sustainable, 
energy-efficient solution that complements the ethos of the new 
development – they have been a pleasure to work with.”
Valli Van Zijl – Project Manager, LandProp





product integration & innovation

LTP Integration’s industry experience, pedigree and purchasing power means we can 
provide leading solid state lighting and control products at exceptional prices, whether 
on a supply only basis or as part of an integrated scheme. 

The services we offer include consultancy, design (CAD/BIM), manufacturing, 
installation and post-contract support and maintenance – delivering a full turnkey 
package.

Our innovative approach to artistic, specialist architectural lighting allows us to marry 
off-the-shelf products with bespoke engineering solutions to create tailored, unique 
installations for our clients.





capability & credibility

We are part of The PAI Group of Companies – three brands specialising in the design, installation and support 
of integrated audio, video, lighting and control solutions.

LTP Integration is based within privately owned 15,000 sq. ft. premises, which houses our management, design 
and operations teams.

As a group we operate locally, nationally and across Europe, with previous installations as far afield as America 
and the Far East.

Over the years, we’ve been very fortunate to work with some truly talented individuals and businesses. Here is 
a sample of some of our clients:



Email: info@ltpintegration.com
Telephone: +44 (0)1554 740500
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